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when closed together against said base, said
To all chon it may concern:
Be it known that I, SETI I WITE PAINE, staves shall form a casing that corresponds in
of Williamsport, in the county of Lycoming internal and external shape with said base,
has an internal diameter exactly equal to
and in the State of Pennsylvania, have in and
vented certain new and useful Improvements the exterior of the same.
in Gun Cartridges; and do hereby declare By means of the peculiar form of the shell
that the following is a full, clear, and exact the lower end of each stave maintains its posi.
description thereof, reference being had to the tion in line with the lower end and contiguous
accompanying drawing, making a part of this
specification, in whiclh
Figure 1 is a plan view of the upper or for
ward end of my improved cartridge. IFig. 2
is a side elevation of the same. Fig. 3 is a like
view of said cartridge with the casing opened
outward; and Fig. 4 is a longitudinal central
section of the same on r" of Fig. 1.
Ietters of like name and kind refer to like
parts in each of the figures.
The olject of my invention is to secure in
creased range; to lecrease the friction of the
cartridge within the barrel; to prevent the
“ leading' of said barrel, and to enable the
size of the shot or ball to be varied at will, so
that guns of different bores and styles may be
readily fitted. To which end,
It consists in a cartridge laving its sides
composed of a number of plane faces, substan
tially as and for the purpose hereinafter de
scribed.
It further consists in the eployment of

face of the core, whether opened or closed, so
as thereby to enable sail parts to be easily
hinged together. Such, however, would not
be practicable were the staves sections of a
cylinder, as, in the latter case, the line of their
lower ends would correspond to the base only
when said staves were closed together.
The ends of each stave are beveled forward
and outward, as slown in lig. 4, for the pur.
pose hereinafter described.
The interior of the casing contains a number
of slot, C, having each the fortin of a short
cylindler, with its ends made correspondingly
convex and concave, which shot are arranged
in successive layers with the line of their axes
parallel with that of the case, and their con
vex ends upwardl or forward, in which position
tle concave lower or rear end of each shot fits
over the corresponding convex end of the shot
immediately beneath or in rear of the salue.
Beneath or in rear of the layer of shot, next
to the base, is a thin niece of leather or other
flexible material, c, while between the layers
and upon the upper or forward end of the for.
ward layer are placed binders of thin muslin,
c', made adhesive, so as to confine the shot
together.

binders between the layers of shot, substan
Ely as and for the purpose hereinafter speci
fied.
It further consists in the cartridge as a
whole, substantially as and for the purpose
hereinafter set forth.
As thus constructed and arranged, with the
It finally consists in the shell divided longi upper ends of the staves temporarily secured
by any suitable means, the device is
tudinally into a series of staves, which staves are together
hinged at their rear ends to or upon the base, ready for use.

so as to be capable of opening outward, sub When the band confining the forward end
stantially as and for the purpose hereinafter of the staves is removed, and the cartridge
shown.
placed witl in the gain, and confined therein
in the annexed (lrawing, A represents the by any suitable means, the shell or 'ase thereof
base of the cartridge, having a length some. connes it ('ontact with the illier surface of the
what greater that its diameter, and so con barrel only at the angles formed by the joined
stricted as that its sides are composed of a cdges of the staves, aid therefore not only
prevents' leading,” but also las but a fraction
In timber of plane faces, a.
Hinged to or upon the lower end of the base of the usual friction produced by its exit from
A is a series of staves, B, having about twice the barrel.
pon leaving the larrel, the pressure of
and one-half its length, and a width corre.
sponding to the width of the faces a, so that, the air upon the beveled forward ends of the
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staves spreads them outward, so as to release
the charge of shot and permit the latter to
pass freely onward, while the beveled lower
ends of said staves give thena freedom of ac.
tion regardless of the pressure of the wad
upon the rear end of the cartridge.
The form of the shot alone secures a range
of more than ordinary length without the use
of the binders; but by their use a large in
crease of range is obtained, which increase will
vary in accordance with the strength of adhe
sive mixture employed upon said binders. .
The peculiar office of the core is to impart
the explosive force of the powder to the shot
without disturbing or changing their relative
positions, which result is effectually accom.
plished and the charge caused to leave the
barrel in the same compact form as was occu
nied by it in the cartridge.
By varying the thickness of the staves, slot
of different sizes may be used, and even single
bullets, by means of which all of the advan
tages possessed by both rifle and slot-gun may
be secured with a single barrel.

merits
of my invention, what I claim as new
S
1. A slot-cartridge, laviug its sides coul
posed of a number of plane faces, substan
tially as and for the purpose specified.

2. The binders c', constructed of suitable
adhesive material, and applied to each layer
of shot in the manner and for the purpose
substantially as shown and described.
3. The hereinbefore-described shot-cartridge,
consisting of the base A, the staves B, and
the shot C, when the parts are constructed

and arranged substantially as and for the pur
4. A shot-cartridge having its shell divided
longitudinally into a series of staves, B, which
are hinged at their rear ends to or upon the
base A, substantially as and for the purpose
slowla and described.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing I
have hereunto set my hand this 7th day of
January, 1871.
Witnesses: SETH WEITE PAINE.
HENRY W. WATsoN,
Having thus fully set forth the nature aud
UGH MoNT(OMERY.
pose set forth.

